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NAME ________________________________________________________         

SELF INTRODUCTION POEMS by Moroccan, Greek, South Korean & Spanish students 

 

1.- CLASSIFY THESE WORDS UNDER THE CORRECT HEADING 

+ qualities  -  qualities  jobs    animals food    natural features        means of transport 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

2.- DECIDE IF THEY HAVE GOOD OR BAD HABITS  

Chaima has the ______________________ of sleeping late. 

Zineb has the ______________________ of smiling. 

Layla has the ______________________ of brushing her teeth. 

Dimitris has the ______________________ of making fun of unimportant things. 

Ilham has the ______________________ of saving money 

Mariam has the ______________________ of advising others 

Kawtar has the ______________________ of waking up late for school 

Sumin has the ______________________ of eating only what she likes. 

El Khader has the ______________________ of being an optimist 

Nikiforos has the ______________________ of not telling a secret. 

Eleni has the ______________________ of being organized. 

Layla has the ______________________ of biting her nails. 

Dimitris has the ______________________ of making the best choice. 

Eleni has the ______________________ of getting angry easily. 

Sumin has the ______________________ of having a study planner 

Cho has the ______________________ of hating school. 

 

actress  string beans sincere  sea  smart    judge  grumpy  

bike        fair       electrician     alligator teacher        jellyfish     reporter         

friendly rainbow    doctor        relaxed      bug    novelist      ship   

snake           engineer       dull      horrid       brainy     ice cream     dancer       

agressive     bee      architect  cucumber      rude                    fish  dove                                                                                                                                                                             
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3.- LOOK AT THE IMAGES AND COMPLETE THE GAPS  

                                  Kyu is a person who hates ________________ 

   Eleni is a person who will   _____________________________________                     

                 Sumin used to be afraid of ___________________________ 

                                         Dimitris never misses ___________________________________ 

Ainhoa wants to become  _____________________________ 

                                             Chaima wants to learn how to  __________________ 

                                                                              Mariam  loves _________________________ 

                                                                                                    Layla likes ______________________  

 

 George gets                       _____________ when someone lies to him. 

 

4.-  VOCABULARY IN IMAGES. Write the correct number under the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____                     _____               _____          ____                      _____                   _____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____                       _____                    _____               _____                 _____            _____ 

c 

1. call somebody names         4. wear a ring  7. spend money 10. drive a car  

2. help  somebody  5. save money  8. ride a bike  11. wake up late 

3. be afraid   6. fold clothes  9. repair a car  12. watch films 

 

idiot!! 
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5.- MY “SELF INTRODUCTION” POEM 

I am a person who… 

likes  

hates 

can 

cannot 

would never 

would  

loves 

wants to  

used to  

would be better off  

is really good at  

gets really angry when 

bugs other people when 

has the good habit of 

has the bad habit of 

wishes I could 

never misses 

will someday 


